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Companies in the AEC Industry understand flexibility and precision is important. The Cram Group applies this same mindset to the hosting services and
pricing models we offer. Below are several of the pricing models that our customers find beneficial. In all of the following scenarios, we can also provide
value added reporting for internal billing, back charging, and subcontractor/ vendor direct management.

License Based
Hosting based on a set, or a portion of the
set of application licenses owned. For
example, we can bill based on the actual
quantity owned, or a portion, if the
customer does not want to utilize all of
their licenses.

License with Fixed Cap
Hosting based on a fixed cap for the
number of named system users. For
example if a customer owns concurrent or
server based licenses, we will lower the
traditional License Based fees as a result
of less potential usage.

Named System Users
Hosting based on named system users
regardless of the type of application
license owned. For example if a customer
owns concurrent or server based licenses
this enables the customer ramp up or
down their user base as the requirements
change.

Cloud
Hosting based on IaaS, PaaS, SaaS & RaaS. This model enables customers to pay on a consumption basis with transparency into
periodic decision making metrics. For example customers can have highly detailed insight in to their solution architecture and be more
involved in continuous usage leveling. Read More

About The Cram Group
Since 2001, The Cram Group is a proven solution provider and construction technology innovator focused on services. The Cram Group is a
Meridian Gold Consulting Partner and a Microsoft Gold Consulting & Hosting Partner. A few notable customers include the Pentagon Renovation
Program, Hensel Phelps, URS, Torcon, Jacobs Engineering & Clark Construction Company.

A few customers that use TCG Services & Technologies
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